Gators Beat Thiel; Take PAC
H Al McCartney had decided
not to snow up at Stewart Field
in Greenville on Saturday, the
Allegheny Gators might have won
the PAC, title going away. But
McCartney did show up and the
mammoth Thiel fullback played
aavoe with the Gators all afternoon gaining 227 yards, in 42
carries.
The passing of Mike Ganey
'19 completed for 228 yards)
and some fine running by Dale
Hahn pulled the game out of the
fire, but it was the type of
hair-raising struggle Gator fans
have been accustomed to this
gridiron season.
Allegheny took the opening
kickoff and drove all the way
to the Thiel 3 yard line before
the drive was halted. The march
featured some fine play calling
on the part of Mike Ganey and
hard running by Dale Hahn and
Gary Esary.
Thiel was unable lj snore tU-3
ball and punted. The Gators could
not get a first down on three
running plays arid were forced to
punt. Dick Greenbaum s punt was
downed at the Thiel 28.
At this point, Thiel supplied
ample evidence for why they
were rated fourth of Pennsylvania small colleges coming into
the game. Their three yards and
a cloud of dust offence seemed
too much for the lighter weight
Gators. McCartney supplied the
yardage by virtue of his harddriving running and passes from
quarterback Tom Phillips to end
John Gibson clicked to keep the
drive alive. As the first quarter
ended the Tomcats had the ball
first and ten on the Allegheny 19.
A change of direction on the
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mud soaked field didn t dull the
Tomcat attack. They ground out
the yardage to the 2 from where
Dana Fulton plunged for the
score. The conversion was no
good and Thiel led 6-0.
Thiel got a big break on the
next series of downs. A Mike
Ganey pass was deflected at the
line of scrimmage and found the
arms of linebacker Mike Donate
who took it to the Gator 19
before Ganey made the stop.
On the next play Phillips hit
Joe Tolman at the 5 for a first

down and once again Thiel was
knocking on the touchdown door.
McCartney hit the Gator line
trying for the score, but fumbled,
and Ron Bonsall fell on the ball
to stave off disaster.
Late in the hair vith the Gators
in posesslon at their own t-.waaiy
Mike Ganey hit Colin Smith for
an 11 yard gain. Dale Hahn
carried for a first down at the
Thiel 47. Two consecutive passes
to John Boughton and Smith put
the ball on the 20 first and ten.
Faced with a second and four
FOOTBALL
Continued, page o

Guru" to speak at
chapel Wednesday
Want to hear a real -guru ?
Then come to Wednesday morning chapel
and hear Swami
Agehananda Bharatl, professor
of Anthropology at Syracuse University speak on The Changing Religions in India.
This
is Just one of the events scheduled for -India Week. Other
events are a lecture by Madame
Pandit on Tuesday night and an
Indian dinner and concert by
Ashish Khan on Saturday night.
Agehananda Bharati is a well
known expert on India and has
published many articles and an
autobiography entitle The Ochre
Robe, telling of his many experiences in this Asian country.
Born in Vienna, Austria with
the given
name of Leopold
Fischer, he was always interested in his youth by Indian
culture and got his first chance
to see the country during World
War n. After the war, Fischer
returned to India, renounced his
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Catholic religion, changed his
name to Agehananda Bharati and
spent years crossing virtually
every area of the country on
foot as a Hindu monk. A multilinguist, Agenananda Bharati
has command of some thirteen
different languages, including
several Indian dialects.
Agehananda Bharati has also
done research in Thailand and
East Africa as well as in India.
He is a member of the American Anthropological Association
and is listed in -American Men
of Behavorial Science.
These are only a few of the
honors bestowed on this scholar
who promises to be, according
to Mr. Wayland-Smith of the
Political Science department,
-one of the most fascinating men
ever to visit this campus.
In addition, plans are being
made for Mi Bharati to meei
with interested students Wednesday afternoon.
November 11, 1968
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LETTERS TO
EDITORJ

Dear Editor:
The loss of Boli and SteCf
is indeed a tragedy „ Two finer,
more genuine people I have never known. We will all miss
their vigor and vitality, their
strength and understanding. But
to waste energy mourning that
loss would be a far greater
tragedy. For to do that would
reject and defile the lives they
lived; U/js A joy, of peace
and of hope, of giving and of
caring. We can do no better
for them than to greet the world
with a smile and proclaim the
joy of life.
Each of us is given a little
piece of time between birth and
death. We are charged with making the most of that time. Life
is a one shot-deal. Nobody can
go back and do it again.
We can offer no greater praise
than to say: -They lived well.
They lived with a spirit that
moved all of us and touched
the world - that spirit will live
forever.
Let us embrace the world in
peace and the joy which was
theirs.
Timothy Hepp

n t like competition and cliques.
Competition Is not only part of
man s basic nature, it is one
of the fixtures of academic life
at Allegheny. As for 'Cliques,
it is perhaps not stretching the
point to say that the business
of civilization is carried out in
small groups. There are fraternity cliques, C.U, cliques,
A.S.G, cliques, and prjfes>ors
cliques.
Where sororities are concerned, their activities should
be expanded, not curtailed. I
can t understand what Mr.
Francis has against status, inasmuch as he doesn t seem to
condemn its existence anywhere
else.
Mr. Francis implies that fraternities are obstacles to change
at Allegheny.
This is true;
they are keeping the school from
becoming a wasteland of inactivity and cynicism; otherwise,
their members are pushing
Bentley into the 20tli century
as vigorously as is anyone. The
Greeks nave a right to their
own concerns, and the idea of
-experiences outside the scope
of their own activities and interests is a logical contradiction.
The co-op idea Mr. Francis
mentions can work well, but the
To the S'Jitor:
lack of selection inherent thereBill Francis, as a fraternity in can also produce groups which
man, probably knows more about are organizations in name only.
the Greek system than I do. During my ill-starred stay at
But his article of November 6 Cornell, I became acquainted
still represents a threat to one with several co-ops. Of thes~,
of the positive forces at Alle- all but one exhibited the sympgheny. I don t think that the'' toms which Mr. Francis deGreeks are 'choking this campus plores; the remaining association
out of existence.
Quitj me was composed of individuals
contrary. They encourage ath- with the attitude toward each
letics, provide social activities other of stags in the mating
for members and non-members, season.
are bulwarks of the student
In summary, Mr, Francis
associations, and provide the
siren song may sound sweet to
members with valuable exper certain faculty and administraience in dealing with
people tion ears, but if anyone ever
How can fraternities ba anything tries to disband the fraternities
or sororities, the Greeks should
but a broadening influence?
fight
like hell.
Mr. Francis apparently doesB. W, Brink 70
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Opposition to the presidentai
election system has grown loud
and vigorous in the aftermath
of Richard Nixon s narrow victory last Tuesday. Again the
electoral college has come under
attack.
But while it must be conceded
that the electoral college has
some obvious faults, the question
remains of what could take its
place. For a presidential election should not only express the
will of the people but also provide for an orderly transition
of government.
If the popular vote were made
the sole determinant of presidential elections, everyone svote
would have the same power but
order might be sacrificed in the
process. In close elections we
could see the apparently losing
candidate and his followers challenging ballots in most of the
states rather than in Just a few
populous, almost evenly divided
ones.
In 1960 we might not have
known our president-elect for
weeks, had controversy existed
over the votes of most of the
nation instead of Just Texas and
Illinois. The cost of making
every citizen s vote equally influential, regardless of residence, Is In everyone s vote becoming equally open to chalenges. The movement toward
unity which traditionally follows
presidential elections might be
replaced by inter - party bickering.
Opponents of the electoral college contend that under the present system a persoa. sees his
vote count for nothing if a candidate he opposes is tia winner
of his state. This assumption
Is highly questionable, for it aj>
pears that Nixon might well have
charged vote frauds in Texas and
Illinois in 1960, had he not seen
that John Kennedy was leading
In the popular vote nationwide.
A national majority is respected,
despite the electoral college.
And although some proponents
of change raise the prospect of
a man Vi^i ij V.-»cted by the electoral coUege wliile losing in the

ge
popular vote, this has happened
only once, in the 19th. century,
and the beneficiary of the electoral system went down to defeat four years later.
Those who
demand a new
system base too much of their
argument on what might happen,
ignoring what has in fact taken
place. It is dangerous to assume
that another method of electing
the president would end the defects without bringing on unforeseen and undesirable consequences.
Throughout most of its history,
the UJS. has enjoyed a stable
two-party system; because the
electoral system favors the existence of only two parties, thirdparty movements have usually
been short - lived and their
demands have often been absorbed by major parties.
If America were now to adopt
the papular vote as the basis
of presidential "-iections, minor
parties that previously saw mun
chance oi carrying entire states
might see a larger probability
of winning in a different system.
Tims, tiie minority presides
might become more common;
the proportion of the people behind the winner would diminish.
Another suggestion sometimes
heard calls for the casting of
one electoral vote by each Congressional district. While this
system makes certain improvements, It fails to account for
frequent gerrymandering of districts. State legislatures often
draw district lines to favor one
party, creating a number of constituencies with small majorities
in favor of one party and only
a few districts with heavy pluralities for the party which does
not control the legislature.
A third alternative is that each
state s electoral votes be divided
proportionate with its popular
vote, equalizing the power of each
man s
vote but encouraging
third-party candidates.
It appears, then, that despite
the well - meaning
reform
attempts of Sen. Birch Bayh and
others, no system i s going to
express perfectly the voters

Philip I
preference w/iiltinsu
ly transition o! govea •
When the attack
a
toral collie, > opens up, the. ••[. •
would do well to rem mbei Iiat
despite all the dire predictions,
the present sysiain hasg ; erally
produced presidens wfto enjoyed
wide
support, wiio w .<; not
chosen by the House of Representatives. Can any other
system do as well?

TV This Week
This Week s Movies
Now You See It, Now You Don t
-Monday (NBC)
The Jokers- Tuesday(NBC)
rue Troubles With Angels- Wed
nesday(ABC)
God s Little Acre- Thursday
(CBS)
Diamond Head- Friday (CBS)
Monday
6:00 P.M. NET Festival- 10th
Annual Monterey Jazz Festival
8:00 P.M. Rowan and Martin
Laugh -in -with Dick Gregory
8:30 P.M. Population ProblemIndia:Writings OnTheSand(NET)
9:00 P.M. Flowers on a Oneway Street-flower power vs. the
establishment(NET)
Tuesday
10:00 P.M. That s Life- Alan
King, Morey Amsterdam, and
Peggy Cass
10:00 P.M. Tentatively scheduled
a post-election report
Wednesday
7:30 Sense of Wonder- a look
at nature s wonder, based on the
work of Rachel Carson
8:30 Chamber Symphony- The
California Chamber Syoiplr.my
of Los .Angeles
Thursday
10:00 NET festival -inside view
of how an opera is recorded
follows taking sessions for Di^
GoUer.iiinmerung
Friday
7:30 Jacques Cousteau
8:30 NET Playhouse-Victoria
Regina-Summertimn -second ~>l
4 part adaption of Laurence
Housemon s Broadway hit about
life of Queen Victoria
9:30 Population Problem-US. A.:
Time for Deeision(NET)
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'Often I think of the beautiful
town
that is seated by the sea;
Often in thought go up and down
The pleasant streets of that some fundamental reasons for
dear old town, my arguing.. This will include
And my youth comes back some kind of introduction to my
own experience as a watcher of
to me.
(MY LOST YOUTH, Henry Wads- human behavior in general.
The second purpose is to shock
worth Longfellow)
Being asked to write down You with my sincerity of what I
some of my thoughts on the Al- actually feel and think about Your
legheny student life, I now do way of living. This means that in
this with two main purposes. spite of the fact that I am in the
This may at first seem exagger- UJS.A. as a guest, which is proated but as we move along I vided for by the International
hope that in the end they will be Educational Institute, I do not
clearly explained to You, maybe see any reason at all why I
should not tell You what I think.
too clearly.
The first purpose is to explain
The other night when I returned to Ravine from WARC an
all-American male student told
me that I had better keep my
mouth closed while being here
because he found that I had no
right to criticize and analyze
conditions here at all, just be-

Swede urges student

If you give up
cigarettes,
you might gain
a few pounds.

cause I am a foreigner.
Would it not be a crazy world
to live in if people were not
allowed to criticize others? That
would most certainly prevent the
human race from developing further and I assume that we all
want that. Imagine Nixon and
Humphrey agreeing all the time.
Who would then win the elections?
Probably the tolerant Wallace.
The first statement I would
make is that I am grateful to
be at a U.S. college and to be
able to make an empirical study
of the student life here. It is
really a great opportunity and I
really appreciate the curiosity
I have found by the students who
are eager to find out whether I
like Allegheny or not. OK, I like
Allegheny very much but that
does not mean that I agree with
all things.
Here I will be mostly concerned with the things I disagree
with. People have been kind to
me and in many ways I do not
feel like a stranger at all. After
all, the USA and Sweden are in
many ways much the same and
I have travelled a lot in Europe
and spent a lot of time abroad,
especially in Germany and this
has given me a great chance to
compare, select and of course
recommend conditions to live

SPRING SHOES

DEXTER
for men

(And also a few years)

LINDA KY/PSR
235 Walker Annex

The plain, unfiltered fact is that
people who smoke cigarettes
get lung cancer a lot more frequently than nonsmokers.
And lung cancer can finish
you. Before your time.
We'd rather have you stay
alive and well.
Because even if you do gain
a few pounds, you'll have
the time to take them off.

american cancer society cl>
J

LIFESTRIDE
for women

PARK SHOE
STORE
238 Chestnut St

333-7481

dans, premarital sex
by Anders Kristoffersson, foreien exchange student
try success in life is in some
under. Coming from a very
liberal country where life is lived way due to the money you can
provide. The so-called American
for its own sake has naturally in
some ways made it hard for me democracy is constructed upon
to adjust but everything is die to money but if You strive for something else than just material suctime and effort.
cess in life, I do not see why this
The Allegheny students are
could not be donomore or less dependent on some
I d like to conclude this by
sponsors, usually their parents,
saying that if the financial sysas far as their financial status
tem was changed to give more
is concerned. I have met students who like it this way and people the chance to go to college and if people from all catesome who dislike it. In my coungories, different races, different
try there are special student
groups of the society, came toloans provided by different
gether maybe the American stubanks, loans that 99% of all
dent would change his extremely
students take, because when they
are to be paid back you do not conservative attitudes.
have to pay back any interest.
The American average student
That means that when you get is conservative and this is a
your degree you pay back the
thing I extremely dislike and
very same sum as when you took
the kind of conservatism that
the loan.
Nixon stands for is just as danThese loans give the Swedish
gerous as the kind Wallace repstudents the chance to take the resents,, It is just a question of
responsibility for their studies
interpretation. You do not have
and their way of handling their
to be that old fashioned and
money. I think this would be a career- minded at all.
very good thing to work on at
We are living in a world with
U.S. campuses. After all it is
a political tension so fatal and
pretty expensive to be an Allewith stockpiles of weapons which
gheny student. The sum which
can put an end to this world in a
is to be paid for one academic
very short time. Hence, enjoy
year at Allegheny is the sum a
life for its own sake, keep an
Swedish student uses for aca- open mind, regard all people
demic exposes for two years.
all over the world as equals!
As in many cases in thiscounYou are given the existence
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so live!!!
At the Allegheny campus there
still are some relics from the
old puritan, protective society
from which we had better escape if we are ever going to be
able to understand the society
we live in today. Speaking of
different kinds of responsibility,
this might give you a clue that
I intend to say a few words about
the way males and females in
general have to live together or
in other words the intricate and
delicious problem of LOVE!
What is love? 111 give you two
examples; one is due to a statement from a very •American6
student, very ambitious and
clever but at the same time
very naive and narrow-minded.
This guy finds that having his
girls around for some years,
while being at college, going out
SWEDE
Continuedjpage 6
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what I mean and I hope you do
not consider me as a revolutionaire just because I state this fact.
I would like to make the following
to dances, movies, plays, sitting
hypothesis: Man and woman, boy
around in the park and looking
and girl living together in comat the moon and dreaming of the
plete freedom before marriage
time when they will be married
have a much better chance to live
and dreaming of the time when
a happy life together after being
they will be allowed to enjoy
married (I assume they 11 marry
the pleasures of life, THAT is
one day).
the right way to do it. Enjoying
life 100% before marriage is sin.
This means that you have to
I would say that it is just as
take responsibility for your way
immoral to >.alk this way.
of living. I am very aware that
I am making a generalization
The second guy, to which I
right now, but I am not talking to
am referring, finds that you have
the people who think as I do. I
to know the girl in all ways beam trying to reach the other catefore even thinking about marriage. I am talking about mar- gory. Many people live together
freely and take responsibility for
riage now because I know that it
their actions. They realize that
is so extremely important in
this country. I am myself very they have one life and thus they
make the best out of it. They decritical about marriage as a
viate from the ordinary and I like
part of the society.
that. I love and appreciate those
Investigations have been made
people who have the courage to
that show that a high degree of
stand up and say: -I do what
marriages have been broken up
I want to do and I know what I- m
just due to sexual irresponse and
doing, so what?
as I am talking to mature people
I tMnktha^ou will understand
I sincerely hope that there will
Just pick one and make your
bid! The freshmen men of Allegheny will be presented with
the unique opportunity of owning
the freshman girl of their choice
for a total of four precious hours
on Wednesday, November 13,
from 6:30 to 10:30.
The auction will be held on
Tuesday, November 12, right

after dinner. The freshman pirls
whose names remain on the list
posted in Brooks
South, and
Crawford, will be sold in servitude to their master. The lucky
participants in this exciting event
open to all freshmen, will be
rewarded with four hours of clean
fun.

be more of you soon. Don t segregate the two sexes! Open up
the dorm rooms and try to realize that people can and will take
responsibility for what they are
doing. Today people are protected but how about when they get
out of college and find a world,
tempting, dangerously challenging. You have to fight for obtaining complete liberty because
it is entire freedom that makes
the world develop and that is
what we want, is it not? If you
are not free, you are not living
in a democracy and that would
mean that the USA is not a democratic country, right?
I have enjoyed my stay here at
Allegheny, I ve met nice peopla,
I love the buildings on campus
and the experience has bean useful, and when I conclude my discussion , I just would like to say
to you wonderful, hospitable students that you can enjoy your existence more. Can you combine
your studies, which are Important, with a liberal, free life?
If you can, do itl
Don t be afraid of being considered as a deviate, because you
are probably not alone. There
are many around you, but they too
are silent. Get active In polltics because you 11 find an atmosphere to work under as a fairly
Independent person. You-re given the existence, so live!I!

ACE is one of the sponsors
of Gifts for Giving at Warren
State Hospital. Saturday, November 23, all the buses that
Allegheny can fill will leave after
morning classes and travel to
Warren. Once there, students
will join other volunteers, helping patients of all ages select
and wrap Christmas gifts for
their family and friends.
If you will be available to
help ACE and the patients for
just one day, sign-up sheets will
be available at Brooks and South
desks, beginning November 10.

it is their first year* The freedom granted upperclass women
will then be viewed as a priPaul Gleason
vilege and it is more likely to
Question: On this campus there be acted upon responsibly.
Nancy Helmers 71
is considerable argument on the
subject of whether or not the •They should be abolished.
College s women s permissions We re old enough to decide what
serve any purpose. Do you feel our permissions should be. It s
that they should be retained or a rather artificial way of making
us come in at a certain time.
abolished? Why?
Considering the fact that we don't
REPLIES
On a special occasion, a wo- have permissions at home in the
man would be more inclined to summer, it seems silly to have
sign out for an overnight rather them when we come back here.
than come in at 11 or 12 o clock;
Ann Ruebish 69
then, being prohibted from reI
don
t
feel
that a complete
turning to the dorm, would have
elimination
of
permissions on
nowhere to go - except illegally
this
campus
is
feasible.
I don't
to an off-campus apartment or
to the Holiday Inn. If, by its think that the type of commumity
permissions system, the admin- that Meadville is warrants unistration is trying to discourage limited permissions every night
such activity, it seems to me of the week, although I could
that they are creating more of see this on weekends. I think
that many times students don-t
it than the. are preventing.
Perhaps permissions serve realize that there are other cona purpose for the minority of siderations besides their desire
the relatively immature who are for more freedom. One major
unable to make responsible deci- concern is dormitory security.
Sharon Senzik 69
sions concerning their own be* The permissions we have now
havior but, even so, these permissions should be greatly lib- are reasonable. It's nice to have
eralized in consideration of the
intelligent and responsible majority.
Doreen Jones 72
A more lenient policy of permissions for upperclass women
should be considered in order
to give responsible and mature
students freedom of action. For
those who abuse priveleges now,
a new policy will make no differences one way or the other.
It Is important to retain permissions for freshmen because

art
Supplies

oil colors, acry'ir ; :;ts ,.»
•.e!s. wate? r.olors, ?onu'-ie
iinc • < accessories
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an excuse to come in but it
would also be nice to not have
to be here right on the minute.
It doesn t make a lot of difference to many girls whether permissions are abolished or not.
Jeanne Crowe 71
If they eliminated permissions, it would do away with a
lot of fuss and bother. Permissions provide security for some
people but I would rather be
responsible for myself.
Mib Matejczyk 71

Campus
The Literary Magazine is
planning an issue to appear in
January.
Please submit all
written material, as well as art
work and photoghaphy, to Carol
Furrer, Brooks 413, or to any
stati: member. Contributions
may also be left at Brooks
desk.

BOWL
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Air Conditioned
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Ganey rolled to his left and
pitched back to Hahn. Aid from
a beautiful block from Gary
Esary, Dale took it to the Thiel
4. Two plays later Mike Ganey
kept for the score. Steve McKay
converted and Allegheny took a
7-6 lead into the locker room.
The Tomcats put together a
drive early in the third period.
Staying exclusively on the ground
they moved to the Gator 5 yard
line. Al McCartney supplied the
needed yardage and the score was
12-7 Thiel. The try tor two
points failed.
Allegheny took the kickoff and
moved to mid field. From there
Ganey sent Dale Hahn out of the
backfield and found him with a
pass all alone at the 40 yard
line. Dale legged it 25 more
yards before he was brought
down giving the Gators a one
and ten at the 15.
On the next play Ganey was
tackled and appeared to injure
his left arm. Mike walked over
to the bench as silence reigned
on the Gator side of the field.
Ganey s backup man Dan Keil
entered the game and promptly
hit Mike Keister on the Tomcat
5 for a first down. Ganey reentered the contest and passed
to John Boughten for the score.
The conversion was good and it
was 14-12 Gators.
Thiel was not about to be
denied. After taking the kickoff
it took them only seven plays to
hit pay dirt once again. Al McCartney capped the drive which
featured a 35 yard Phillips to
Gibson pass, with a 5 yard run.
The try for 2 was no good and
Thiel led 18-14.
Allegheny had a golden opportunity late in the third period
when linebacker Mike VanYahres
picked off a loose football and
returned it to the Thiel 30. A
personal foul penalty put the ball
on the Tomcat s 15. On the next
play Mike Ganey rolled .right,
cut inside right end arid romped
unmolested into the end zone.
The conversion was no good and
at the third quarter gun it was
Allegheny 20 Thiel 18.

As snow began to fall early
In the fourth quarter, Thiel took
the kickoff and drove to the Gator
25. With a fourth down, quarter
back Phillips attemped to pass.
Gator Jim Stover intercepted to
halt the drive for the moment.
With the ball on their own 18

the Gators tried to start a drive.

Jay made a shoestring catch
to make it first and ^oal. With
third down and the ball still on
the 5 Ganey threw to the ever
present Mr. Lewis in the end
zone. Steve McKay converted and
the Gators had the PAC cham
pionship 35-32. Fans poured onto
tte

fleld

m d tore

^ ^

tte

goal

But a fumble was recovered by posts. One couldn t help thinkin?
Mike Donate and Thiel had the back to one year ago when Thiel
break it needed. Five running invaded Robertson field and finplays later Al McCartney had ished an undefeated season with
scored the go ahead touchdown. a win over the Gators. But SatThiel again failed in their try urday was a Gator day as so
for 2 points and it was 24-20 for the first time since 1960
Thiel.
the PAC football crown resides
Midway in the period Thiel had in Meadville.
a chance to increase its lead.
The Gators offensive line was
With the ball on the 25 McCartney superb throughout the contest.fumbled
and Jim
Swinkola Herb Luce and Bob Stewart were
pounced on the ball for Allegheny. particularly impressive as they
3aney went right to work. Passes kept Little All-America candito Boughten, Smith and Jay Lewis date John Tonlirser away from
moved the ball to the Thiel 28. Ganey most of the afternoon.
A pass interference call gave Pete Blaufarb gave a fine 2Allegheny a first down and on way performance as did Jim
the next play Ganey hit the speedy Stover and Jim Swinkola. On
Lewis tor a touchdown. George defense Porfer Sherman, Gary
Simonton got 2 points on a fake Proden, Mike VanYahres, Jay
conversion and the Gators e Lewis and George Simonton were
28-24.
outstanding. Lewis andSimonton
The determined Tomcats were displayed some fine tackling in
not about to give up. McCartney the secondary as did Dick Greencontinued to roll for big yardage.
baum.
Thiel drove to the Gator 20 and
Next week the Gators host the
with 1:41 left on the clock Phillips
Rochester at
threw a strike to Gibson for the University of
Robertson
Field
in
a non - conscore. McCartney bulled over foi
the two points and Thiel led 32- ference encounter.
28.
The Gators had a few tricks The servicemen in Vietnam are
left. On the ensuing kickoff Jim in need of mail from -home-.
Emigh took the ball and handed Each of the USO centers in Vietoff to fleet footed Tim Scruggs nam has a -Mail Call Basket.
on a reverse. Scruggs took the The servicemen empty these
ball into Tomcat territory at baskets as soon as mail is placed
the 45 before being forced out in them. Please help us to keep
of bounds. Ganey passed to them full of cheery notes. If you
Boughton for a first down on the want an answer be sure to add
28. On the next play Mike spotted your address.
Send your letters to:
Jay Lewis at the 5.
Any Serviceman
Mall Call Box
c/o USO Golden Gate
1st Marine Aircraft Wing
FPO San Francisco 96602
or
Any Serviceman
Mail Call Box
c/o USO Cantho
APO San Francisco 96215

